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The answer man
Girls Stat.e grills Edgar on_lottery,
educati.on funding and gambling
By-ANN GILL

",When you leave here, leave
with the appreciation for a democratic society and appreciate what
In a flash of camera bulbs, generations have passed down
Illinois Gov. Jim Edgar was wel- and pass that along to other gencomed to the 52nd session of erations," Edgar said.
Illini Girls State.
Edgar stopped to answer the
"How many flash bulbs do you groups questions on education
have?" Edgar asked Tuesday funding, casino gambling, lottery
evening as he addressed the 600 funds and much more.
participants at Dvorak Concert
Casino gambling in Chicago
Hall.
would be vetoed if the bill came
Edgar told the girls that they to Edgar's desk today, he said.
were the future leaders of the
"What's good for one city may
state and stressed the importance not be what's best for the entire
of the bringing together of differ- state," he said, "you have to look
ent backgrounds from across the at the possible increase in orgastate.
nized crime and the quality of
"What happens in the northern life," Edgar said on the issue of
part of the state has an impact on casino gambling.
what happens in the southern part
A Girls State citizen asked the
of the state," Edgar said,
question that many were waiting
Edgar stressed the importance to ask, what about educational
of becoming inv<_>lved with what - funding.
is happening in government and
Edgar told the group that
told the group of the importanc~ Illinois just doesn't have the
of becoming informed.
money, yet stressed that elemen"Be a voter and be an informed tary and secondary education has
voter," he said.
received less educational funding
Edgar spoke on·the importance . cuts.
of attending and leaving Girls
In Illinois "the priority is the
State with appreciation for a education of young people," he
democratic society.
said.
News editor

MARI OGAWA/Photo editor
Illinois Gov. Jim Edgar addresses the Illini Girls State during an
assembly in Dvorak Concert Hall in Fine Arts Building Monday
el'ening. Edgar also fielded some questions from the audience, which
was made up of approximately 600 high school girls.

However, Edgar could not
seem to dodge the question of
educational funding as a second
Girls State citizen asked the governor about the lottery funds for
education.
"All of the money is going to
education," Edgar said, "a small
total number of money goes to
education and the six million in
lottery goes to school funding,"
he added.
After addressing the question
of going on to being President of
the United States, in which Edgar
answered by saying "being
Governor is enough of a challenge," he presented the oath of
office to the girls city officials.
Edgar was made an official citizen of Illini Girls State and
thanked the American Legion
Auxiliary for every thing they do.
Illini Girls State is sponsored
by the American Legion
Auxiliary and is in its 52nd year
and its sixth year at Eastern.
Girls State provides its citizens
the opportunity learn the democratic system of government with
hands on experience.
Girls State will run through the
end of the week.

Dry weather may.start to affect local crops soon
By DON O'BRIEN
Editor in chief

The rain finally came to the Charleston area Monday
afternoon, but much more is still needed if the area is to
reach its normal precipitation levels according to local
weather observer Dalais Price.
"(Monday's rain) was a summertime dry weather phenomenon," said Price of the rains which measured two-one
hundredths of an inch at the Charleston weather station. "It
dropped some rain here and there. The north part of
Charleston received a little more rain than the south side
did."
Price said that precipitation totals for the month of June
are, "considerable less than one inch." Under normal conditions Price said that the area should have had two and
1/2 inches of precipitation. The dry month of June comes

on the heels of the sixth driest month of May since the
weather station began keeping records in 1900.
"In April we had average rainfall and we are coasting
along on that rainfall," Price said. "It would take a great
deal of precipitatio~ to alleviate the dry conditions we are
currently in."
The worst part of the dry summer according to Price is
the extended 30-day forecast for Central Illinois. The forecast, which runs from the middle of June through the middle of July, calls for below average rainfall for the area.
"(The lack of precipitation) is beginning to have a very
adverse effects on growing vegetation," Price said referring to farm products such as com and soybeans. "Most
plants, such as corn and soybeans, have breeds that have
been developed that can withstapd certain stretch~s of dry
conditions."

While local crops may soon be in extreme danger of
drying up, Price said that there is no immediate danger of a
water shortage.
"It hasn't reached the point where the water supply is in
any danger," Price said. "All of the ponds and lakes are
full and the the streams are still flowing. If the dry weather
continues beyond the middle of July then we will begin to
hear that the water supply may become inadequate."
Since the beginning of the year Price noted that the
Charleston area should have be at a level of 18 inches of
precipitation by this time in the year. He said that the area
has only.received 12-13 inches, which is five to six inches
short of where the precipitation levels should be.
''This is a serious situation since the rain we have been
getting hasn't come at the critical times during the season,"
Price said.

Arms treaty could wipe out Fire damages local church
nearly all nuclear weapons
By CHARLENE BURRIS

City editor

WASHINGTON (AP) - The United
States and Russia each would scrap all but
3,000 to 3,500 of their deadliest nuclear
weapons under Tuesday's agreement that
President Bush called "a tribute to the new
relationship" between the former Cold
War foes.
The sweep of the cutbacks exceeded
most expectations. A desperate eleventhhour race to conclude the accord for the
summit meeting between Bush and
Russian President Boris Yeltsin contributed
to the drama.
"With this agreement," Bush said, "the

• Yeltsin enlightens Bush
about POWs. See story,
page7
nuclear nightmare recedes more and more
for ourselves, for our children and for our
grandchildren." The cuts are to be carried
out in two phases by no later than the year
• Continued on page 2

Poor wiring and a short circuit caused a
small electrical fire Saturday which did
minor damage to the fellowship hall of one
of the oldest and largest churches in
Charleston.
The fire started during a small wedding
reception at St. Charles Borromeo Catholic
Church, 921 Madison Ave., between 9 and
9:30p.m.
Firefighters were immediately called and
brought the blaze under control almost
immediately. No injuries were sustained in
the incident.

Fire Chief Tom Watson said the flames
were most likely caused by a short circuit
and the department's investigation is com- plete.
The church service schedule will not be
altered since the fire did not affect the building's main portions, said Father Bob Meyer.
Although minimal damage was sustained, the hall will have to be shut down
until insurance estimates can be assessed.
"I really don't know the extent of the
damage or an estimate of how much it will
cost to replace the hall until we talk to our
insurance company," Meyer said.
The church's insurance'is administered
by the Diocese in Springfield.
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RENT AND SAVE
MICROWAVES & MAXI-REFRIGERATORS

FROM PAGE ONE
. •Continued from page 1
2003 and go far beyond the reductions in bombers,
missiles and submarines required under the new
START treaty.
That accord, still to be ratified by the Senate, took
nearly a decade to negotiate with the Soviet Union.
The agreement announced by Bush and Yeltsin was
hammered out in only five months.
Even in the final hours, Secretary of State James
A. Baker III was saying he did not know if an agreement was possible and that several extraordinarily
tough issues were defying resolution.
"Our ability to reach this agreement so quickly is a
tribute to the new relationship between the United
States and Russia, and to the personal leadership of
our guest, Boris Yeltsin," Bush said in the White
House Rose Garden.
Ebullient over the results, Bush said both sides

would eliminate their intercontinental ballistic missiles with multiple warheads, including the 10-warhead Russian SS-18 missiles and the 10-warhead
American Peacekeeper ICBMs.
That means the only multiple-warhead missiles
remaining in the American and Russian nuclear
arsenals would be those based on submarines.
Yeltsin's remarks on the accord caused some confusion about whether the Russians would eliminate
only their SS-18 missiles or other land-based missiles with multiple warheads, as well.
Administration officials said later it was clear that
Yeltsin had agreed to get rid all of them. The officials provided details of the accord on grounds they
not be identified by name.
The United States had aimed from the outset at
·forcing Russia to give up its remaining SS-18s. The
START treaty calls for a 50 percent cutback, from
308 to 154, to be carried out over seven years.

Committee
Abortio·n opponents
arrested in Milwaukee kills off
luxury tax

MILWAUKEE (AP) - Police
arrested 60 anti-abortion
activists today, nearly half of
them children, outside two clinics as the first day of planned
mass protests began despite a
court order for the protesters to
stay away.
Police Chief Philip Arreola
said 28 juveniles and 32 adults
were arrested.
Members of the Citizens for
Life, Youth for America, Lambs
for Christ and Missionaries to
the Preborn had gathered outside Wisconsin Women's Health
Cent:er,,.w,hioh1how;es .the office
of .I\·:R~~~i~.ja.ruvl]Q, R~rf9rm~
abortions.
Some of those arrested had
crawled onto the driveway of
the clinic, while others ran past
a ring of clinic protectors and
joined others who sat in front of
the clinic entrance.
Some sang hymns and carried Christian crosses or pictures of aborted fetuses; on one
sign was the label, "America's
Holocaust." A majority of the
arrests were made at that
protest, and "a few" were made
at another Milwaukee clinic,
Arreola said.
The adults faced charges of
trespassing and disorderly conduct.
The children face disorderly
conduct charges. Arreola
wouldn't say whether the could
also face contempt charges
because of the court order. The
suspects were expected to

ol~~

I

appear in court later today.
Police Sgt. Verbie Swanigan
had estimated before the arrests
began that there were about 100
anti-abortion demonstrators at
the scene. A spokeswoman for
the abortion-rights activists
estimated about 340 of that
group were there as well.
After the initial wave of
arrests, abortion rights supporters and opponents continued to
exchange taunts, but there was
no violence.
"I think it's important that
there a.lways be a choice," said
abortion rights supporter
Maggie Fitzmaurice, 33, of
Madison, who helped form the
human barrier to keep protesters
away.
"We 're not here to change
any minds, we 're here to keep
the clinic open," she said.
All 10 women who had
abortions scheduled with Dr.
Paul Seamars, whose office is
in the clinic, showed up and the
abortions were being performed, said a woman who
answered his telephone.
The Wisconsin Women's
Health Center also houses several other medical offices, and
patients were coming and going
without incident throughout the
morning.
Near another clinic, Imperial
Health Center, about 30 antiabortion activists kneeled on
the ground and prayed today.
The other arrests today were
at that clinic, Arreola said.
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WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Senate Finance Committee voted
Tuesday to kill the luxury tax on
expensive yachts, planes, furs. and
jewels, and to extend for another
18 months a dozen special tax
breaks.
Renewal of the targeted tax
reductions would be financed by
selected tax increases. on corporations. Those allowed to take
advantage of the breaks include
the self-employed,' workers who
receive education assistance from
their employers, and investors in
low-income housing.
The panel agreed to retain the
luxury tax on high-price cars, and
said owners of diesel-powered
recreational boats should foot
most of the bill for wiping out the
other taxes. Although exempt
now, they would have to pay the
20.1-cent-a-gallon tax on diesel.
"This luxury tax has been a total
disaster in every respect," Sen.
John Chafee, R-R.1., said in urging repeal.
The tax has been U)lder -attack
since it was enacted in 1990 as a
way to get more money from
upper-income Americans without
raising
income-tax
rates.
Opponents say the soak-the-rich
idea backfired by cutting demand ,
for luxury items, resulting in a
loss of many low-and middleincome jobs.
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1. No bother hauling to school
2. Cost savings in expensive order-out foods
3. Locally owned (if exchange is necessary)
4. Low cost-Roommates usually share rent
5. Ten dollar refundable deposit

U

Treaty

.,.

· ··

'\o\\ until \ug. 8
Starting at onl)
.., 1S + deposit

CARLYLE RENTALS
~

820 Lincoln Ave.• 348-7746
............................................................................................
.

Pagliai's Pizza
Large Thin Single Item
& Qt. of Coke
For the Low Price of

$7
pag\iai's
PIZZA

. 9 5,plus tax

Unless Stated
Not valid with any other offer
Open Daily 4 pm - 1 am
2 am on Weekends

345-3400

llJ
E

·.·..·.·-·..·..·.·..·.·.·..·.·.·..·.·-·.·.·-·.·-·.

Late Nite Special

FREE Semi-Thick Crust on Orders Placed After 10 p.m.
(with regular cheese)

Thinner than Thick - Thicker than Thin
No coupon Necessary - Good with Other Offers

J·~

~~~
. Catholic
Center

WELCOME
SUMMER SESSION
STUDENTS!

WEEKEND MASS SCHEDULE:
Saturday: 5 p.m. - St. Charles
Sunday: 8:30 & 9:30 a.m.St. Charles
(Rides Available for Saturday
5 p.m. and Sunday 9:30a.m.
Meet under Union Walkway
15 minutes before Mass times)

Monday Nights: Cook-out and
Volleyball at Center. 6:00 p.m.

IT'S FREE

!

Newman Center is located at the
corner of 9th & Lincoln.
The chapel and lounge will be open
from 8:00a.m. to 10:00 p.m. daily.
Call 348-0188 if you need anything
or want to talk to Roy or Fr. Bob

Mothers • • •
$1.20 oz. Drafts (Lite & MGD)
Steak Kabobs 99¢

There's no place like Mothers on the weekend
Thurs., Fri., and Saturday
25¢ Drafts, $1 Bottles
Plus Food and Shot Specials
"We only serve premium quality Lite and MGD beer."
--~---·

-
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Budget cuts could
close local parks
By JAMIE RILEY
Campus editor

Due to an amendment by the
Illinois Senate that cut $3 million
for the budget of the Illinois
Department of Conservation, at
least two dozen state parks are in
danger of closing, and 40 more
are in danger of being operated
on a seasonal basis, including
Fox Ridge State Park.
The budget presented to the
Illinois General Assembly by
Gov. Jim Edgar for fiscal year
1993 allowed the Illinois Department of Conservation to continue
to provide the same recreational
services currently offered, said
Conservation Director Brent
Manning.
Manning said the budget was
based on predicted license
increases and fees on those who
use the state parks. The senate
has approved the user fee, but the
House has yet to consider the
bill.
.
If the House does not approve
the user fee, the Department of

Conservation would lose more
than $4 million total, after the
Senate's budget cut, Manning
said.
Other cuts under consideration include cutting the number
of conservation officers, leaving
15 counties without officers altogether, while other counties will
be without funds to drive vehicles, Manning said.
"The future survival of
Illinois' natural resources depends on our ability to instill a
strong conservation ethic in our
children," Manning said.
"More than 37 million people
visited Illinois state parks last
year," Manning said. "The park
system is vital to Illinois' economy, the tourism industry and the
health and well-being of its residents."
Other parks in danger of
being closed or operated under
seasonal management include
Horseshoe Lake, Lincoln Trail,
Pere Marquette , Shelbyville
FWA, Trail of Tears and Turkey
Bluffs.
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Professor selected
to NATO conference

MARI OGAWA/Photo editor

0/d on tight

1

ight year old Crystal Callaway from Oakland pushes her 17 month old cousin Jimmy Clifton on a swing at
1orton Park Tuesday afternoon. Tuesday's temperatures reached the 90s, and Wednesday's temperature is
ected to be hotte1:

Eastern history professor and
.tudy abroad coordinator Wolf•:ang Schlauch will attend the
992 NATO Discussion Series.
Schlauch was chosen by The
\.tlantic Council of the United
:tates to attend this year's disussion series the week of June
:1-26 in Brussels, Belgium, the
fotherlands and Germany.
Schlauch has an extensive
background in foreign relations
and security and will be one of
15 individuals selected from the
United States to discuss United

States and European relations .
Lectures will be lead by
NATO officials and cover the
topics of the post cold war and
european community and global
trade.
,
"This is· a,great oppoFturtify _, i 1
for me because I willvbe aete· to .~· '
meet a number of NATO and European Community officials,
as well as European university
professors who have backgrounds and interests similar to
mine." Schlauch s;iid.
-Staff report

1

onorary brings home the big -prize
Eastern 's chapter of the
:ational Residence Hall Hono. came home with a win.
The chapter received the
utstanding Chapter of the
'ear" award, at the National
ssociation of College and
niversity Residence Halls
1nual meeting which was held
the University of North
.ota-Grand Forks.
This is the first national
'BTd for the chapter in its 18history at Eastern.
The award, the most presti1us given by the organization
presented to one of the 150
,pters nationwide to recog:e outstanding efforts in the

promotion of activities for students living in the residence
halls on college campuses.
"NRHH has offered suggestions which have led to many
positive changes in our residence hall food services and
other policies in the residence
halls," said Lou Hencken, acting
vice president of student affairs.
NRHH members have been
involved in raising funds for
residence hall scholarships and
planning programs in the area of
cultural diversity, alcohol
awareness, drug abuse and recycling, according to John
Biernbaum, NRHH president.
The Daniel Hallenbeck
Service Award was presented to
Patrick Bradley, assistant direc-

tor of housing.
Bradley was nominated for
the award by Eastern 's Residence Hall Association and the
Great Lakes Affiliate of College
and University Resi-dence
Halls. Bradley was honored for
his encouragment, support, interest and open-door policy with
students and residence hall leaders at.Eastern.
Bradley is an active member
of the NACURH and serves on
its national board of directors
and is an on-campus advisor for
GLACURH.
"Both Patrick and the members of NRHH have made a positive impact on students through
the residence halls," Hencken
said.

astern student guilty of battery
CHARLENE BUR.RIS
editor

Eastern football player, Broe Montgomery was
over $300 and sentenced to 50 hours of comity service recently for battery, breaking and
ring and resisting arrest.
The incident took place .in early Feburary at the
1er home of Tamara Griffith, 1911 10th Street,
2.
The buildings owner, Old Town Management
., received restitution of $317.50 from Mont1ery for damages to the door, lock, coffee table
telephone. Griffith received restitution in the
unt of $84.33.

--~

• James L. Dunn, of the University Shell Station,
reported a customer failed to pay for gas on
Saturday, June 6 at 10:37 p.m. The customer
reportedly inquired what credit cards were accepted, filled his tank and drove off, said a station
employee.
• James S. Taber, 1707 9th Street, reported on
Wednesday, June 10, his 1991 Harley Davidson gas
cap and gas gauge were stolen off of his cycle while
parked at 1102 6th Street. The incident occured
between 9 p.m., June 9, and 9 a.m., June IO.

DAN KOONCE/Staff photographer

Any questions?
Graduate student Doug French leads a tour of incoming Eastern students and their parents past the front of the Fine Arts Building Monday
afternoon.

r
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OPINION page
Editorials represent the opinion
of the editorial board. Columns
are the opinion of the author.
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Sweet victory.
leads to sOur
celebration ·
Back.:to-back NBA World Champion
Chicago Bulis.
That sentence has a nice ring to it,
especially if one happens to be a fan of da
Bulls. With their 97-93 victory over the
Portland Trail Blazers on Sunday at the
Chicago Stadium in game six of the NBA
Finals, the Bulls almost assured that they
would be spoken in the same breath as the
great Boston Celtic teams of the 1960s and
the Los Angeles Laker teams of the 1980s
as one of the greatest
teams in NBA history.
' ,. . : L
So Bulls fans across
the nation and Chicago: .....
ans in general can be proud of the success
that the Bulls have attained over the past
few years. It gives the city of Chicago a
sense of pride that it refer to one of its
sports· teams as "World Champions."
The city of Chicago had a right to celebrate Sunday night after the Bulls crowing ,
glory. It is a shame that things had to get
out of hand with looting and rioting
throughout the city almost reminiscent of
the Los Angeles riots after the "Rodney
King verdict" was passed down. Similar
situations surfaced in Detroit after the
Pistons of the NBA and the Tigers of Major
League Baseball won world championships.
Why did the Bulls fans reek havoc on
the city? Did they feel left out of what happened in Los Angeles and feel that this
was their opportunity to get into the
action?
In a time which should have been
reserved for the Bulls and their fans to celebrate, turned out to be a time when a
dark shadow was cast on the city when the
Chicago looters took their turn in the spotlight.
Will acts like this continue to occur after
what should be happy, joyous occasions
when a sports team wins a world championship? The News certainly hopes not.
One could only imagine what would
happen if the Bulls had happened to lose
the final two games at home. Would the
looting be worse or would there be any
looting at all. On the flip side, if Portland
would have walked away champs would
have it been likely that the citizens of
Portland would have reacted in the same
manner as their Chicago counterparts?
We can only hope that this type of
behavior doesn't spread because in the
long run the looters are only putting a
blemish on their team's achievement and
-, , • , .o n .the city itself....._,,, ........ .,~ .... ·~ .•.. :,

'
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Educational funding is hurting _everyone
It seems that everyone Is
having a few problems getting
the classes that they want.
It also seems that a number
of classes scheduled for five
and eight-week session were
cancelled. leaving few classes
to chose from.
With only t 7 hours left
before they wlll let me out of
this place, I am stuck searching Ann
for dasses that I will actually be GUI
able to use towards graduation. - - - - - - •
. I have requlreme-nts to fill
and the majority of classes that I have to take are
not offered this summer so It leaves me with very
few choices.
I am really scrambling to get Into classes that 1
need and the that I want and due to the small class
offering, classes are packed full.
But, I'm not the only one. My roommate Is having the same problem, only she got Into classes
and then after going to the first class she was so
upset that she got up and left In the middle of class.
Could all of this be happening because of budget
cut backs · and the limited amount of resources
available to pay instructors?
Or could the small amount of class offerings be
due to a cut-off date that is way to early because
the money Is not there to pay the Instructors so the
classes are cut before a large enough class has
formed therefore cutting off classes early, gives
students less of a' choice and overloads classes for
the Instructors who are teaching.

It just doesn't seem fair.
Now, we are facing an increase in tuition and
those who live In the residence halls, they will
paying extra out of their pockets for room a
board.
On Monday night, I sat in Dvorak Concert
and listened to Gov. Jim Edgar tell a group of
high school girls that education Is the top priority
Illinois and that all of the guaranteed $6 mllll
from the lottery fund is going to education.
, J just can't help but think about what that mo
could be used for. Is the money going Into
account for education and not being used for
educational programs that need funding?
Not according to Edgar.
At Eastern we see low-payed teachers, bulldl
ln need of repairs, equipment that needs repl
ment and the llst doesn't stop there.
Not to Jong ago, plans were presented to
Board of Governors for renovations and additions
the Buzzard Building, the BOG placed it high
their priority list and since then I have not hear
single word about It.
Where Is the money going? Where is our mo
going?
Is the small class offering just the start in a la
plan to cut back? The money is supposed to
there, Edgar said so.
Could new blacktop on parking places acr
campus be some of our closed classes?

-Ann Gl// Is news editor and a columnist for
summer edition of The Dally Eastern News.

.Th~ Flitt

-------·
Editorial
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Your turn ..•
Textbook fining
system all wet,
change needed
Dear Editor,
I went to return my books yesterday, May 1 1, 1992. When the
store opened at t p.m. I had to
wait for only one person in from
of me in line. This person was to
be fined for not returning his
books by the deadline on May 8,
1992. This fine was to start at $2
for the first day and then go up
25 cents for each additional day
up to $10 per book.
He was fined $2.75 for each
book and asked why. The woman
behind the counter explained
that the $2 fine starts after clQslng on May 8. Then, there Is a 25
cent charge for both Saturday
and Sunday, and another before
the store opens on May 1 t. So,
what this amounts to Is that since
textbook rental is not open on
Saturday or Sunday, and a fine is
added on Monday, the fine starts
at $2. 75 per book.
I feel this Is unfair. How can
students-be !i+ied for- days they

cannot return books? Understanding that this was not the
woman's fault that the policy is
like this, four other students and
. myself went to Dean Taber. Dean
Taber simply said that It Is "nonnegotiable." I thought that the
Dean was supposed to be a
mediator between the university
and the students when there Is a
trouble. He seemed to really be
pulling for the university and not
the least bit concerned about the
complaint of five students.
There were two women In our
group, one of which was very.
angry. She was being fined for a
thin paperback book being "wet"
according to the W,oman working
at textbook rentals. The lady
explained that she had just driven from Effingham with her air
conditioner on and the book was
cold, not wet. She wanted to
take the book to the Dean and
show him, and the woman would
not give the book back - "It had
been returned." She could have
bought the book for $ 1. 75 had
she never returned it.
Now, she has to pay $2.75 for
returning the book late p·l us
$2.50 for returning the book
_'.'..wet...:_when .tb.e -d.ean.spo.ke

with her, he said he would
It over to textbook rentals I
that afternoon and see If It
wet or not. He added tha
would do it that aftern
because he didn't want the
to be dry by the next _d
sounds to me like he had air
made up his mind.
The dean told me that a
beginning of the · year
Advisory Board, Faculty, wo
at textbook rental and the
dents vote for this type of fl
We are given the ballot in
textbooks. I don't remembe
ballot, neither did anyone el
so, did It explain students
be fined for Saturday
Sunday? When the lady s
with him and brought this u
said he didn't say students,
he explained that the fines
to pay electric bills, water
and faculty salary. I thought
that is what tuition, fees
housing costs went for. If t
doesn't cover the cost of
raise tuition. Don't give stu
a 'misleading policy that is •
negotiable" because the ligh
has to be paid.

. --
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14 businesses apply. Bulls: Second title is sweeter
for Chicago flood aid
CHICAGO (AP) - Only 14
businesses applied for government
loans to pay for physical damage
caused by an underground flood
that paralyzed downtown Chicago
in April, the Small Business
Administration said Tuesday.
"The response we got was,
their insurance was covering more
than they thought, or the extent of
damage wasn't as bad as they
thought," SBA spokesman Don
Waite said.
Only businesses that cannot
obtain money from non-government sources can apply for small
business loans.
Seventy-five businesses requested applications for the loans,
which covered only actual pbysi~
cal damage, the SBA said. The
application deadline was Monday.
Three applications - two
restaurants and a health-food store
- have been approved for
$19,000, Waite said. Three were
declined, one was withdrawn and
seven are being processed, Waite
added. "We didn't know whether
we were going to be swamped or
if we weren't going to be need-

ed," Waite said. "This wasn't an
average-type disaster." The SBA
still is accepting applications for
loans to cover income lost or bills
missed during the flood until Jan.
15.
Businesses in Chicago and its
adjoining counties are eligible to
apply.
Waite said 30 of 470 applications received so far for economic
assistance loans have been processed. Thirteen, worth $182,600,
have been approved, six have
been declined, one has been withdrawn and 10 are being processed.
Insurance companies have t?een
cooperative about paying claims,
reducing the need for governrrierit
loans; said Dale Emerson, assistant deputy director of the state
Insurance Department.
The rupture of a century-old
freight tunnel under the Chicago
River on April 13 forced millions
of gallons of water into a 50-mile
tunnel system and downtown
basements. Two days later,
President Bush declared downtown Chicago a disaster area.

CHICAGO (AP) - The NBA champion Chicago
Many wore Bulls T-shirts and caps in combinations
Bulls on Tuesday found victory sweeter the second of the team's colors - black, red and white. Some in
time around as they kept their promise to once more business suits wore fake Bull horns.
stand victorious before thousands of cheering fans in a
"I called in sick to work just to be here," said Vinnel
downtown park.
Thomas of Chicago. "This is great. The first is always
"Last year, I talked about how nice it would be to be the best, of course, and the third will be sweeter."
back here," guard John Paxson told the crowd at the Dennis Moore and two co-workers from a downtown
city-sponsored rally celebrating Sunday's champi- office said they were taking an extended lunch - withonship win over the Portland Trail Blazers.
out their boss' knowledge-to root for their team.
"It's twice as nice, is it not?" Bulls coach Phil
"No job is more important than the Bulls," Moore
"Jackson asked the crowd.
·
said.
The rally was similar to last year's victory celebraThe throng swelled to tens of thousands on a balmy
.afternoon in Grant Park before the Bulls made their tion, although there was no motorcade this time. The
appearance on the Petrillo bandshell stage at about · crowd this year appeared to be smaller and more mannoon. Some fans camped out overnight, while others ageable than' 1991, when the Bulls won the champirushed to the park early in the morning and still more onship for the first time in the franchise's 25-year histoclimbed trees to get the best vantage point.
ry.

Methodis.ts. taunch,: a. nt~:rrc·a$~i:r)o::~rtve
. CHICAGO (AP);-J:.eaders of the .
. l,Jnited Methodist.Church in Illinois
on Sunday asked their more than
1,400 congregations to oppose
legalizing casino gambling in
downtown Chicago.
The churches will hold public
forums over the next two weeks
encouraging members to lobby
lawmakers to reject the privately
expansion of gambling is a moral
issue of historic proportions and
Christians have a duty to fight it.
"We do not want Chicago to
become another Atlantic City or

- -EIM
- -,,,.,
- - -345-15561
- ....I
rIJac-son- · -FIT
6~8

Fitness Center: A Total Health Experience

I On Charleston Town Square Next to Goodwill Store I

1
I
I

EIU Summ.er Special

1

Workout for $50 - ALL SUMMER LONG I
15 Tans for $30- Wolff Beds
I
Personalized Training
,,.
...I
L

presents

GOD'S FAVORITE
Comedy by Neil Simon
June 17, 18, 19
20,24,25,26,27
at 8:00 p.m.
June 21, 28 at 2:00 p.m.

----------Pets & Supplies
B

~-;:- .......

1~:.hl

f_~
,, ;::::::::>-:

etfi4CS3
~~

Visa, MasterCard, Discover cards
accepted. All seats reserved.
Group rates available.

Birthdays • Anniversaries • Weddings
at

Unique Crafting
i\01thwest Co rner Charleston Square
Mon .-Fri. 10 a.m. - 5 !?.m.: Sat.~il,P~~..·-f8ri1) ~
~~"-.
SIGN UP f:OR CRAf'I.~C ~,1,.;.~ _.,

I ::::: :::::: 1

4th

:18th

St.

St.
Lincoln Avenue

348-1018

WEDNESDAY

Story Theatre

YOU CAN LEARN A LOT

Closed because Stu is Ice Fishing.
THURSDAY

·' ··-:.-: oraft·- Nite II! '. · · -·:· ,
Alternative Rock al_/ night '

All seats reserved.
Group rates available.

FRIDAY

REPORTERS

i!ll

-----~
VISA ]
1

& PHOTOGRAPHERS

CHARGE :
IT!
1
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The Daily Eastern News

for

Petropics

15th & Madison

a

June 22, 23, 29, 30
at 11:00 a.m.
June 24, 27 & July 1
at 2:00 p.m.
Mainstage Theatre

I

,Unique Gifts

Madison Street

Call (217) 581-3110
for reservations.

II

'fhe Methodists are· the only religious denomination to take a
statewide public stand against the
casino project, though the Chicago
Metropolitan Baptist Association
has urged Chicago Mayor Richard
M. Daley to abandon his support
for it.
The interdenominational Council
of Religious Leaders of Chicago
has urged the General Assembly to
delay any action on casino gambling this sess,ion pending deeper
study of its implkations.

- CLOSED Tuesdays -

Summer subscriptions
available

Z

I

M, W, TH, F 12:00 - 8:00
SAT 10:30 - 6:00
SUN 12:00 - 5:00

in the Studio Theatre
Doudna Fine Arts Center

:a

.

Las Vega'S', " -Winkler-said.-He said the project, which would
include a hotel and amusement
park, is being pushed by people
with ties to organized crime.
Rev. Woodie W. White, a United
Methodist bishop whose region
includes Illinois, has called casino
gambling "a Band-Aid approach
that will leave scars on Chicago."
Although the church opposes all
gambling, the Methodist's "Campaign for Accountability" does not
seek to abolish the state lottery,
riverboat gambling or horse racing.-

I
I

is now accepting
Visa and Mastercard I,
for your advertising
· ·needs
_____
...1I

n ee d e d -a t
For more informat i o n co n tact

DON

0 .' BRIEN

Hawaiian Nite!
$;1..50 Frozen Margaritas
& Daiquiris
$1.50 Sex on the beach
SATURDAY

Dance Your Butt Off Nite!
Receive Stu 's cash until 9:30

or

ANN

GILL

at
581-2812

~ l~lmll•IO
I l l~

--

~

"Have another beer. I promise ~.-r- I
, I get better looking."
· o~
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Edgar lobbies for health program
WASHINGTON (AP) - Gov.
Jim Edgar lobbied the Bush
administration Tuesday on a $29
million Illinois health program
for poor mothers and their children.
Edgar needs approval from the
state General Assembly and then
the Health Care Financing
Administration, the federal agency that runs Medicaid.
He was among several governors who asked the White House
for flexibility in new health programs.
"I am convinced we can save
both money and lives by increasing access to primary and preventive care for impoverished
women and their children,"

'Sl'i
........ · .•

:·:·:;::·:=::~=~::·:·:·:·:

' .

:·:::::::::::·::::::::::::::::::::::::~:::::::::·:··

Edgar said of his plan.
He said the money would be
used to encourage more physicians to treat women and children
who belong to the Medicaid program, an insurance system for the
poor and disabled.
If state lawmakers and the
HCFA sign on, the federal government also would chip in $29
million, said Kate Sullivan, assistant director of the state's

Washington office.
While in Washington, Edgar
also got the chance to shake
hands with Russian President
Boris Yeltsin. "He look~d at me
and said: 'Chicago. We ought to
have a consul there.' I said, 'I
agree,"' the governor said.
A consul is a government official appointed to live in a foreign
city.
Edgar also said he opposes a
bill in Congress to allow voter
registration at offices where
drivers get licenses. He said it
would be too expensive.
"You 're going to add to the
costs and add to the lines," Edgar
said.

Weinberger indicted on perjury charges

..

WASHINGTON (AP) - Former Defense Secretary
Caspar Weinberger was indicted Tuesday on felony
charges of perjury and obstruction of the congressional investigation into the Iran-Contra affair.
Weinberger is the most senior Reagan administration official to be charged in the arms-for-hostages
affair - an initiative he repeatedly said he opposed.
At a news conference at his attorney's Washington
office, Weinberger said, "I am innocent and will
fight this injustice to the end." A federal grand jury
charged Weinberger wjth two counts each of perjury
and false statements and one count of obstructing
.the congressional Iran-Contra committees.
The former defense secretary was charged with
lying to Congress about his knowledge of arms sales
to Iran and his knowledge of Saudi Arabian contributions to the Nicaraguan contras.
He also.was accused of concealing extensive personal notes on high-level Reagan administration discussions about the arms sales and aid to the contras.
Weinberger headed the Defense Department from
1981 to 1987.
The indictment comes 5 1/2 years into an independent counsel's investigation that has led to eight

guilty pleas by former Reagan administration officials and others.
But the two most high-profile defendants - former
national security adviser John Poindexter and his
aide, Oliver North - saw their convictions thrown
out because they were ruled to have been tainted by
use of testimony the two had given Congress under
grants of immunity.
Sources knowledgeable about the investigation
said earlier this spring that independent counsel
Lawrence Walsh's investigation was concentrating
on former President Reagan's possible role in an
Iran-Contra cover-up.
However, the sources said lawyers for Weinberger
and former Secretary of State George Shultz told
prosecutors their clients had no information suggesting a cover-up involving Reagan or anyone else.
Prosecutor Craig Gillen told reporters Tuesday, "I
don't want to say that we are trying to get closer to
President Reagan. That's not what ·this indictment is
about." "Our investigation has been significantly
narrowed by the events today," Gillen said. "I didn't
say that it's pointing in any direction or focusing on
anyone."

Baokkeeperfor·Sloan was key Post source WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Washington Post revealed Sunday
tha~ a bookkeeper for the Nixon
re-election committee was a key
source of information about a
slush fund used to finance the
1972 break-in at the Democratic
Party headquarters in the
Watergate Hotel.
In ·a comprehensive 20th
anniversary retrospective of the
political scandal and coverup that
led to Nixon's resignation, The
Post discussed Judy Hoback's
role in exposing payments to G.
Gordon Liddy, who planned the
break-in along with E. Howard
Hunt Jr. and James W. McCord.

McCord was the re-election committee's security officer. Hunt had
been a White House consultant.
And Liddy, a lawyer, was the reelection committee's counsel.
The newspaper said Hoback
told the FBI and later Post
reporters Bob Woodward and Carl
Bernstein about the payments to
Liddy and others after she became
concerned investigators weren't
pushing to uncover the whole
story behind the burglary. She
also told of some re-election committee ledgers being destroyed.
· "A lot of people might say it
was no big deal, that they're all
crooks," Hoback told the newspa-

·---------------------·
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Now at Monical's, get a Med. (14")
Thin Crust Sausage & Cheese Pizza...

AooTu

:

$7.45 with a Large (1&•) Pizza

:

Good 7 Days/Week with
Carry-OUt/Dellvery
thru 7/31/92
Present this coupon when
picking up order.

Charleston
909 18th Street
348-7515
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per. "But it was a big deal, and it
did have some meaning. I feel it
was good justice was done."
The Post aggressively pursued
the Watergate story earlier than
other news organizations and won
the Pulitzer Prize for its coverage.
According to the Post, Hoback
revealed the payments to Liddy to
the FBI even before her boss,
Hugh W. Sloan Jr, treasurer for
the Committee for the Reelection
of the President, who resigned a
month after the June 17, 1972
break-in.
At the time of Watergate,
Hoback was 35 and newly widowed.

SUllllER DELIVERES 11All-1Pll &SPll-10Pll tl>URS 10All-10Pll
llAVINA A PARTY? .-GIVE Ill Z4 . . . . . . .
Wl'LL MAU YDUA a..-.-61GOT. .'(ft\~)

•YOUR MOM WANN YOU 1D Ull AT .llNMV .IDHN•!"'
GOr"fft'*Mf' J~~..~-.:?!!.

•

...,_....,..........,.,

STILL LOOKING FOR NEXT YEAR'S APARTMENT?

WE HAVE GREAT APARTMENTS

AROUND THE POOL

--~ PATIOOR

GREAT VALUES
FROM $165

WITH

PER PERSON ---

EVERY

HEAT INCLUDED

•
•
•
•

9 Month Lease
Close to Campus
Spacious 2 Bdrm Apts
Completely Furnished
for 2, 3 or 4 people

•
•
•
•

Central Air Conditioning
Laundry Facilities
Plenty of FREE Parking
24 Hour Maintenance
• Swimming Pool &Sun Deck

LINCOLNWOOD PINETREE
APARTMENTS

-. ••ACROSS FROM CARMAN HALL•••

345-6000
OFFICE OPEN DAILY 9 TO 5
SAT lOTO 2
2219 S. NINTH APT. 17

Contact Lens Special
COLOR Soft
Contacts

CLEAR Soft
Contacts

Buy a pair
of colored
contacts and
Buy a pair of complete glasses*
receive a
for $40.00 with purchase
clear* pair free
of a pair of contact lens.

Buy a pair
of clear
contacts* and
receive a 2nd
pair free

*standard soft daily
wear or extended wear

"

*Standard vision CR-39 lenses.

*standard soft daily
wear or extended wear

1UUt.oa

345-2527
-EXPRESS 528
West Lincoln
Charleston
EYECARE
Licensed Optometrist

(Next to Wal-Mart)
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'eltsin raises questions about POWs
WASHINGTON (AP) 1sian President Boris Yeltsin,
ing disturbing light on anoth.dark secret of the Cold War,
led Tuesday "it's very pos1le" American war prisoners
alive in Russia. The Pentagon
it would "very actively"
>Ue Yeltsin 's assertion.
:sident Bush said he had no
:nee of any U.S. prisoners
1ng left alive in Russia, but
sending envoy Malcolm
to Moscow immediately to
low leads on Americans lost
rorld War II and the wars in
and Vietnam.
'he truth will be revealed,
ly," Bush said. "President
1in informed me, for the first
, that Russia may have infor-

mation about the fate of some of
our servicemen from Vietnam.
And .he said the Russian government is pursuing this information vigorously." The revelations
by Yeltsin and his aide, Gen.
Dmitri Volkogonov', had the
Pentagon, U.S. intelligence agencies and members of Congress
scrambling.
"If he was saying that a
Vietnam veteran is alive in the
former Soviet Union, obviously
that is news and it raises very,
very serious questions," Sen.
John Kerry, D-Mass., chairman
of the Senate Select Committee
on POW-MIA Affairs, which
held a closed meeting on the
issue Tuesday.
Yeltsin gave no details of the

Youngstown Apartments

missing POWs, an enduring
emotional issue for the American
people. But he did promise, "We
are going to carry this all the way
to the very ground to find out the
fate of every single last
American who might be on our
territory."
Bush said he was confident
that the Russians would "get to
the bottom of it. And if any single American is unaccounted for,
they will go the extra mile to see
that person is accounted for."
Because of the chaos in Russia
following the collapse of
Communism last year, it is likely
that a bilateral commission headed by Toon and Volkogonov will
have difficulty tracking down the
reports.

0
0
0
0
0

Call Now • 345-2633

THIRSTY'S
Summer
is open this

ate may offer nursing home grants to ,needy
'RINGFIELD(AP) - The state could end up
"1ng grants to nursing home patients who need
paying a proposed Medicaid tax, officials said
1y as they tinkered with the tax plan.
approved, the tax will apply to hospitals and
"1ng homes.
the cost is likely to be passed on to patients.
1te officials and nursing home operators fear
$6.30 daily tax .will harm patients. who don't
·- for government aid but who have little of
own cash. To ease the tax bite, officials are
'1dering grants based on patients' incomes, with
patients getting more state help.
Jhink the concept makes a great deal of sense,"
Public Aid Director Phil Bradley. "We're interin looking at the details." If all patients not
' ig government aid. were reimbursed for all tax
,, the progr~m would cost about $92 million,
· ig to the Illinois Health Care Association, a
home group.
ause grants wouldn't go to all patients or
all costs, the actual price probably would be
Jess. Bradley suggested $10 million.
'. Jim Edgar proposed the tax last month to

1-4 Bedroom Apts. for 1-6 Students
Fully Furnished with Central Air
Basic Cable Paid
Dishwasher - 2 Garbage Disposals
24-Hour Maintenance

8 p.m.-1 p.m.

pay for support Medicaid, a program that provides
medical care to the poor. A _new federal law banned
the state's old payment system.
The federal law bars attempts to limit the tax's
impact. That means the grant program would have
to be separate from the tax, Bradley said.
·
Sen. Howard Carroll, D-Chicago, said the state
doesn't have the money for the program.
"It would have to come out of the assessment
program, one way or another," he said. "There may
be some creative ways of accountancy where the
state could ... afford the $10 million relief without
tying them directly together." If the grant program
is feasible, it may be adopted as an extension of
"Circuit Breaker" property tax relief programs for
the elderly, Carroll said. Patients' nursing home
bills could be considered rent, entitling them to
state assistance.
Carroll and Bradley said a draft of the tax plan
might be finished this week. Both said everything
in the governor's proposal is still open to discussion, but they identified few things that might be
changed.

10¢
70 OZ. PITCHERS.............$100
ALL LONGNECKS ..........50¢
DRAFTS ..................................

DJ - Dancing - Air Cond.

LARGE or Small,
Tro/ Them ALL!
Jerry's Pizza & Pub
345-2844
111• .. • • , .
.~ .. .-~ ..:-~'~r~~· •
r ----------~r~--~~-~~~~~

I

10N LIGHT

SEARCH NO MORE

1WERGYM

The ONLY Off Campus Housing on Campus
· Now Leasing

.IMITED TAN

For 1 Month
For only
'$25/$35 Sem.
7lh St.

Large Single
1 Ingredient Pizza
: & Quart of Coke

II

PARK PIACE APARTMENTS
• 1, 2 & 3 Bedroom
-- Furnished Units
• Free Trash & Parking
• Central A.C.
• Dishwashers
•Microwaves
• Balconies

345-1544

St. James Place
(1905 S. 12th St.)
• 1 & 2 Bedroom Units
• Fully Furnished
• A. C.
• Newly Remodeled
• Laundry & Parking

I

LIVE

$3.00
DIURSDAY
iTEAKNIGHT

$6.95
5-9 p.m.

'ORTDRAfT
A// Import Drafts

$1.50
'atneys Red BarreJI,
Ouinness, Harp and
uble Diamond Ale
Mon.·Sat. I I a.m. · 9 p.m.
Bar Hours
11 a.m. · I a.m.
VISA

I

:

L_____________________

I
I

Expires 6-30-92

I
I

Ingredient Pizza 1 1 Ingredient Pizza 1
: & Quart of Coke : : & Quart of Coke :

: $9.25 : : $6.95. :
I

I I

.

I

: Delivered 345-2844 : : Delivered 345-2844 :
I

Expires 6-30-92

D RA FT'
.
$ 1 M1xers

25¢ Hot Dogs
DJ Scott Edmundson

· · Slide Show

NO COVER
ALL NITE

I· I

Expires 6-30-92

I

TED'S

AT

NITE
X-PRESS"
25¢ Old
Style
Songs by: AC/DC,
Drafts
Motley Crue

50¢ Old Style
$1 Mixers

I

I Delivered 345-2844 I

r----------,
,----------,
Large Two
: :
Small Two
:

X-PRESS"

: ADMISSION $1
: (8-10 W/COUPON)

I

Expires 6-30-92

Thursday

Songs by: AC/DC,
Motley Crue, Black
A h
C
rowes, . nt rax,
Aerosm1th, etc.

DAY

I

Wednesday

r---,-,-JOKE_R___,

8 Oz. Choice
Charbroiled Sirloin,
1memade Fries, Slaw

·Fi

L----------~ L----------~

Call Anytime 348-1479 For appointment
or drop by rental office at 715 Grant St.
3:30 - 5:30 p.m. - M - F

Leinenkugel's
Pitchers

Small Single :
1 Ingredient Pizza 1
: & Quart of Coke :

$·7 .95 : $·5.95 :

1
1 Delivered 345-2844

(Across from the Union on 7th)

:

Friday

Saturday

r---"JO-K-ER___, r----,-,-sI:AM____,
•

'

St. JOAN"
From Chicago.

Formerly Valent~no

Anthrax,
Aerosmith , etc.

Songs by: Aerosm1th,
Bullet Boys, Metallica,
Skid Row Tesla
Black Cro~es, et~.

$1 -0ld Style

$1 Old Style

ADMISSION $1
(8-10 W/COUPON)

ADMISSION $1
(8-10 W/COUPON)

.Black Crowes,

>..
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MY SECRETARY - Resumes,
typing . For appointment , call
345-1150.

Unable to have children , we
would love and cherish your
baby . Let me explain this
option. Call Nancy collect 317842-8312.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _6/ 17
Happily married , well-estabILshed couple wishing to
become parents of..a white
1
~" infant. We will love, n'urture and
t:herish this child always: We
-would be delighted to send you
a resume about ourselves.
Legal(medical expenses paid .
Please call Judi and Wolf at
anytime collect 802-235-2312
or 618-692-6300.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _8./5
Loving couple unable to have
baby wants to give infant all
advantages of a loving, financially secure home . We'll pay ·
expenses. Legal , confidential.
Call collect 717-569-2944.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _7/8
The Daily Eastern News is now
accepting Visa and Mastercard
for all your advertising needs.
So charge your display or classified aqs today!

l

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT - fisheries . Earn
$5 ,000+ / month . Free transportation! Room & Board! Over
8,000 openings. No experience
necessary. Male or female.
Most jobs begin after June 20.
For employment program call
1-206-545-4155 ext. 2129.
6/29
C~R~u~1s""'E~s.,...,H=1p~s-N-O~W-H""1RING

Quiet 1BR Furn . Apt., Util. Pd.,
Avail. Summer +/ or Fall. No
Pets. Call 345-4336 After 5
p.m.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _6/24
Wanted: Upperclass female
roommate to share two - bedroom furnished, McArthur
Manor Apartment beginning fall
1992 Phone 345-2231 .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _8/5

- Earn $2 ,000+/month & world
travel (Hawaii, Mexico, the CarACROSS
ribean , etc.) Holiday, Summer
and Career employment avail1 Firmness of
able. No experience necessary.
purpose
For employment program call
8 Broiled
1-206-545-4155 ext. C934.
15 Board the
- - - - - - - - -6129
Yankee Clipper
CRUJSE ~J:ilPS. NO,'tJJ;!lRlNG - i&-Li·e b-ac
-k - _
_
- Earn $2,000+/month &~world ·
travel Holiday, Summer and
17 Flighty person
Career employment available .
19 Rims
No experience necessary. For
20 Faultiest
employment program call 121 Dotted, as with
206-545-4155 ext. C616.
stars

---~~----6/30

LIKE TV & RADIO? WORK ON
SHOWS AT WEIU! CALL IKE
OR KARL FOR TV AND JOE
FOR FM. 581 -5956.

22 Hail or farewell
23 Fleur-de- - 2 4 - - Tin Tin
25 Be inclined
27 St. - - fire
29 Let it stand
30 Makes beloved

Apartment - Fall 92-93. 2
Blocks from Campus $135
month. 618-592-3491 Debbie.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _6/24

NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Weekend Mass Schedule is Saturday, 5:00 p.m. and Sunday, 8:00 & 9:30 a.m. at St. Charles Church.
Rides will be given at 4:45 p.m . and 9:15 a.m.. Meet under Union Walkway.
PLEASE NOTE: Campus clips are run free of charge one day only for
any event. All Clips should be submitted to The Daily Eastern News
office by noon one business day before the date of the event. Example:
t\iii;i 4lv~sc~l~lhl.l.rsday ~o_uld be submitted as a Campus clip
, - by noon Wednes~ursda y is the deadline for Friday, Saturday or
Sunday event.) Clips submitted after deadline WILL NOT be published.
No clips will be taken by Phone. Any Clip that is illegible or contains
conflicting information will not be run .

f

P.M.
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
11 ~oo
11:30
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6:00
6:30
7:_,.00
-7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30

Inside Edrtion
Unsolved
Mysteries
Seinfeld
Night Court
Quantum Leap
News
Tonight
Letterman

News
Inside Edition
Cosby
Different World
Cheers
Wins
LA Law

59 Blanket
cat
60 Organized body
34 First lady
of knowledge
35 Napoleon ' s
61 Thrift-shop
marshal
concerns
36 Red headings
62 Triggerman
·40 Muddlers
44-frencing, swo'rd
DQWN
45 Rows
1 Expand credit
47 Bovine animals
2Animate
48 " Gotcha" cry
49 N.Y. winter time
3 Salary
50 Inhabitant:
4 Eyes , to poets
Suffix
5 H .S. chemistry
51 Apollo 's mother
room
53 Fla. city
6 Witness
55 Taj Mahal ' s site
7 Matriculates
56Whata
e Astronaut Virgil
chatterbox can
(Gus) - do
9 Command of a
col.
10 Here , in lsere
11 Degrees of
attys .
12 "- - , egalite,
fraternite "
13 Brutus and
Antony . e .g .
14 Relaxation of
hostil ities

Nice , close to campus
nished house for 1992
school year. No pets. Call
3148.
.
REDUCED FOR SUMMER
2 BR apts. on 7th near ca
available now and fall. Al
BR apt. available 8/1 /92.
sonable. Must see. 345-448

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _715

32 Type of cross or

N 3 l.
3 A 'rJ

3 1111 3
l. 3 8
3 N I
a 3 i

Furnished Houses For Rent
1703 9th & 1915 9th. $100 for
entire summer for all of the
house. 348-0440.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _6/24
Apartments for two people.
Available now and fall 94 7
Fourth. Office at 820 Lincoln
Open 9-5 M-F, 9-3 Sat. 3487746.

For Rent: 2 Bedroom House
For 3 Students . $160/person .
Close To Campus. Phone 3454278 After 5 p.m.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _6/29
2 Bedroom furnished apt. for
2-3 girls . Cable , water , &
trash furnished. Quiet locations . 10 mo . lease , no pets .
345-5048.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _6/24

S d I 1
t:t 3 8 8 I 1 .:I
Nl'r/t:tl.N3
3 A 1 0 S 3 t:t

18 Decorate
26 S t ee l~ plow

59
61

31 Ancestors : It .
33 Shepherded
36 Land broker
· 37 Li tt from under

3 8 Fab Four
39 C en turies : Fr.
40 Ing enuou s
4 _1 P ress ing
42 Trac k previo us
steps
43 One of a
c ager's pair

pioneer
21 Uprig ht
28Wh1te -Nat1onal
Monument
2 9 Sharp · Comb .
for m

46 A son of Isaac

54 " Moses " aut

a nd Rebecca

55 Mars : Comb

form

52 Gumbo

vegetable

57 En tire

53 Ann ual th eater

· 58 U nc le. in

award

Uruguay

ews
Entmt. Tonight
Davis Rules
Batman
News Special

Baseball

48 Hours

News
M*A*S*H
Current Affair
Hard Copy

News
Love Conn.
Johnny B
Nightline

Baseball Ton.
SportsCenter

News
Ent. Toni ht
Top Cops

News
Married ...
.yYorld of Discovery

Sportscenter
U.S. 0 en ,
Golf

Street Stories

MacGyver

News

Bodies of
Evidence
News

Primetime
Live
News

Toni ht

M*A*S*H

Love Connection

Current Affair

Johnny B

Murder She,
Wrote
Movie: The
Diamond
Fleece

Movie:
Five Easy

Mark Russell
Wildflowers

L.A. Law

Pieces

American
Playhouse

Movie:
Wildflower

MacGyver

Night Court
Cheers

News

Equalizer

Being Served?
Lawmakers
Rights

Movie

MacGyver

Night Court
Baseball:

Boxing

Cubs at
Phillies ·

Movie: The
Pick-u Artist

Thirtysomething

Illinois Gardener
This Old House
Talking Paint

Dennis
Miller

II. State

Star Trek ..

Great Pyramid

Geo . Bee
Combat

WKRP
Arsenic
Gary Shandling

Choppers
Firepower
Human Animal

Being Served?
Movie:
Scarface

Eden

The goldbergs
Film:
Treasury Men

L.A. Law
Movie: A Case
of Deadly Force

Mystery!

MacG ver

East of
Wings

Molly Dodd

News

Baseball Ton.
SportsCenter

Movie:

Movie: Date
with an Angel

Thirtysomething

Drexell's Class
Beverly Hills
90120
Star Trek: The
Next Generation
WKRP

Little House
oft Prairie

Combat
Fu Man Chu
Film:

Arsenic Hall
Gary Shandling
Molly Dodd
Party Machine

Movie:
Mafia Prin

Emperors
Racket Squad

Movie

.. -::

P.M.·
6:00
6:30
7 :00
7 :30
8 :00
8 :30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30

WCIA-3
Inside Edition
Matlock
Reasonable
Doubts
Law & Order

ews
Entertainment Tonight
Hollywood Game
Candid Camera
Movie· AgeOld Friends

ESPN-24
ews
Married ..
Family Matters
Step by Step
Dinosaurs
Baby Talk
20/20
Baseball

News
Tonight
Late Night

News
M* A*S*H
Current Affair
Hard Copy

News
Love Connection
People's Court
Nightline

USA-26

Murder. She
Wrote
Beyond Reality
Swamp Thing
Hitchhiker
Ray Bradbury
Movie: Dialing
for Dingbats
Girls

WGN-10, 9
Baseball: Cubs
at Phillies

WILL-12, 12 Life-13

FOX-8

Washington Week

eers
Night Court
Most Wanted
Sightings
Hidden Video

Wall Street Week
Street Smarts

LA Law
Movie: A
Bunny's Tale

Wattenberg

Little House
o/t Prairie
Combat

News
Dennis Miller
Movie

Being Served?
Movie

Thirtysomethmg
Gary Shandling
Jazz Backstage

Sneak Preview
Film : Little
Lord Fauntleroy

Movie·
Before and
After
Movie

--

:-__,,_

-
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Calvin and Hobbes
3 bedroom house near campus. Gas Heat. Off street Parking. Also 4 bedroom, 2 bath
house, WW carpet, off street
parking, gas heat near McDonald's. 345-4595. LEAVE MESSAGE IF NO ANSWER.
,..-..,--------~24
Four-bedroom, two-bath house,
319 Madison. One-car garage.
St251person.
345-5032.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _7/1

Female calico cat, black, gold,

& white, 1 yr. old. Corner of

ALL<>? EE.Z 1"EES DtR
l>OOQUC. · LAABRPRR'< ?
'<~"?

Grant & University Drive. Finder please call 348-7508.

I EM ~G Eef\ticRTh~T
, REZ.Et>.IK\.\~ 00~1> t
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E£1'lGllc;\-\ ~00\.Gl>.R
., ~Z'(~'('-\S RlR l>ISG\JStll-l~
i POO'I "u~l(,net\5. "'*'?

I

LIKE TV & RADIO? WORK ON
SHOWS AT WEIUJ CALL IKE
OR KARL FOR TV AND JOE
FOR FM. 581-5956.

1

1"0'£

All<>~

\

.---t~AA

·~.·

I
l
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Get involved with

The Dally
Eastern News

S\\AAP '

SIJl'tC\.\ .

~I

Bored Already?

LIBAAR\Al'iS

Ji...~#>.

l>.U.O?

!

6124

SPINET-CONSOLE PIANO
BARGAIN Wanted: Responsible party to takeover low
monthly payments on piano.
Can be seen locally. Call 1800-327-3345.

by Bill Watterson

...

,__~-~-----'

TJ.t\S Th'riN J\lSI
t3\G £~~

Call Don at 2812
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Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Under Classification of: - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Person accepting ad
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SEEN IN
tit~ llf'e !
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D\)~~$1 nlU-lG

Amount due:$ _ _ _ __

Check number
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20 can1s per -d first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day thereafter. Sl\Jd11118 with valid ID 15 cents per word first day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15
word minimum. Sl\Jdent ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous
or in bad taste.
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'SELL SHORT
SAVE LONG'

,.,,tat.

GREf-.1;>

It's the 1 for $1 deal!
The Daily Eastern News
will run your
CLASSIFIED AD
for 1 day for $1 *

~

I'M \WJl~G ~
IN~t{('t>R'(

•10 words ONE DAY is $1.00
'THE 1 FOR $1 IS AVAILABLE TO ANY NON-COMMERCIAL INDIVIDUAL WHO
WISHES TO &LL AN ITEMS OR ITEMS (MAX. OF 3 ITEMS). ALL ITEMS MUST

IEPRICED.

y
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Expiration code (office use only)
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The Link f3etween The World and You
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'Thureclar, Jun• 11, i. IMt
dudllne lar . . . . . . . . . . .

8TUD8n'8 wmt
DOUel I llA.IOM
Studen.. with double
....,. lhould ollallllly deds9
IMlll • . . dloe (u.in US» 8t

...,, ......

oraS....-olaM,.o,..._
bf touch·ton• telephone ••
IOOl'I . . poM1b1e toct.,. Ak
'Thurlday, June 11, you may
regllter
for a worklhop
t.at h• not,. begun.
Yau may drop 11'1 .....- or
a 5-wffk olH• through
MONDAY, JUNE 22-ancl l'9
claM wll not ....., on your
penunent reccird ANO you wll
not be timed tar l'9 clau. TM
orly dale
may drop after
22 twtwll . . not appes
an your .,........nt reoard (n
wll not be blled) ... waklhop
that I• dropped BEFORE IT

~.

onlr

Semuel'J. T.._, DNn,
aud9nt Aceclenllc . . . . .
Sl'UDINI' INPOMl..oN
CtlANCllS
Wh.n ch.,.9" occur, error•
•• d ... ctld, or lntarNICln la
mlMlnt In l'9 falowll19 bMic
•tudent Information Item•,
pleaH report them to th•
dlOMJndicmd.
Hou.ing Olflc• • local
and/or home addrn• and

11

.u.

'°"

IEGM.

'°"

TMdwllnetar . . . .19
did not . . . .
• relident •t•tu•, degree, lntw.......) wie June 12 IO
...... llllnor. oplcn, ~
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Aeoorft Olftoe • MOiai .......... nallllled ......
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deadllM
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dalllblan, ..... ....,., or WITHDAAWING t'Oln aun...,..
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- . . . J, Tar, Deln,
Th•
deacllln•
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WITHDAAWING ' - t . _ _
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cl-. In ordlf
OM&. ........
IO be lllled only lar ........
PROfllCmcY
... 5°" of l'9,.,..... ooet
AllllllllN'I'
II MONDAY, JUNE at.
Th• Board of Governor•
Unlverlitlff hH adopted a YchallO.T~
program of Oral English Dlreca of Aell*•lan
·Ptollclency Al1•1m.nt lor ..
lnltructlonal •taff. Studen..
LD. COST INCMA818
....,...,. .My 1, 19912, . .
who have dlfflculty under·
of
a
STUDENT
"'*~ lhould, It cost
poalible, llr•t con.ult th• REPLACEMENT 1.0. card will
Nlruclar. In l'9 ...,. ht . . Iner. . . to 110.00. The COit of
c1. . . . . . . . not ....... . . 8dcllonel picU• w111nor....
lludent etlOWd . . . . . ha.Aw to I.SO each. The ooet of an
ooncern. to IMt Chair of "• lnltlal •tudent l.D. card will
department In which th• Nmlln 12.00.
inauca "8chM.. 8ub•qu.nt
be ........ YchallD.Ta,a
through th• Dean of th• Dlreca of Regi*alan
•tudent'• college, and thM
SIUDINT'
tvough IMt Provolt Sid Vloe
A'.......t tar Acadmllc Alllh.
ACAWCALLY
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........ (If
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.........

w..a. ...., ...
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....................
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.
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..................r hours
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Sid
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AlgiR•
QMDICHANQI

APPIA.LI
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• . . . mull be lnllalld bf . .
llUdent hough "9 epproprll•
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after the .._t of IMt grading
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which tteoan......, ._... . .
reoor.-ed. Th• deldlJn• tor

8prtft9 ......... 1112 · -

change_,,..._ le Mondar•

.Myt3.t•

22.19912 .................

Aegleter In pereon from 10

petition• wll be accepted tor
Summer Sem•tlf 1912.

a.m. IO 1 p.m. Mander llrough

...........

Meclcal !nuance Sf*l1l1t
WllTING COllNTINCY

IXAMINA1ION

To eatl•fr graduation
requlrementa
tor
th•
Bachelor'• degrM 8t Ealtern
llllnol• Unlverlitr, ,au mu•t David Dockl
PIM h Wrltng Competenor Dlrectar of TMlng Servicee
Examination. (S•• under·
graduate catalog). ~ 10
TIXT800K CLOSED POii
tlke IM •aminab
you
INYINTORY
have completed llxty ........., Th• Textbook Rental ~
hour• (junior atandlng) and will b• CLOSED FOR
have completed the all· INVENTORY, Tuelda,, June
unv.lity EnQlllh requirement 23rd through Frldar. June
(typicallr English 1001 and 21th. Th• Textbook Rental
1002, or th• equivalent). . SIMol wll reopen on Mondaf,
Aeglltlf"
10:00 June 2911 and rNUrM normll
to 1 :OO Mon~1y through unmer hcan of 7:30- a.m. to
'ThurldaJ at IMt booth In IMt '2:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.

a•

,.,_,tan

Union loclkleore Lounge; bring

John Conley.

a photo ID (-rlvef'• lio.n..
~Sid 110 tar l'9 ....

Ataitt1•

Th• onlr HIMlnltlon thl•
....ion will be given on

Tu....,, J4/lr 7. .......,atlon

APPUCAl'ION flOll ·
GMDWll10H
Applloatlon

1ncl

l'flllllllolllkllt tor . . . .Ion lar
Bummer T..,. 1112 must be
aooompllhed no latlf

'*' ,_

deadlln• of ':30 p.m. on
Monday, June 22, 1112. The
lorml . . avalable
In l'9 Reoorde Otloe 119 Old

.....Ian

....... June 15. The .... date
IO,_..• rellN i. .U. 23.
SEATING IS LIMITED.
REGISTER AS EARLY AS
POSSIBLE TO ASSURE A
SEAT.

Da\'kl Dodd
Directar of TMlng SeM099

M81n.
John Canler
Reg11.-.
8TUOINT INSURANCE

REFUND· SUMMER TENI
Stud.nte who c.n provide
evidence of having h•allh
ln.uranoe equal to or bettef
...,. EIU &Went Acddent Sid
11neee ln.urenoe,
requeet
a •Petition tor lneurance
Refund• form from Student
Health ln.uranoe, Office of
FINndll Nd, &Wint ......
8'.tlllng. Eall Wing. Ao., of
your ln.u11noe company'•
Cllllne of ocwerage, or a oopr
of ~ Meclloal ldenlloatlon
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completed •Pellllon for
lnu._ Rdlncr farm. JUNE

'Thurlday at IMt booth In IMt
Union Boc:iUeDre Lounge; bring
a photo ID (drlv•'• Ileen..
............) Sid 12 tar IMt ....
TM f'911*alan period lor 1M
...... i..1une15 • ....;21.
You may take the Health
Studln Competencr EHml·
nalon orly once.

HEALTH STUDIES
COMPETENCY
EXAMINATION
The
HHlth
Studlee
Comp••cr Examln1tlon will
be ~- on Tueldly, .AJly 28.

Mondar ""' frldar.

. . Gulde _ . . . , ....... 1
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further Information In THE
DAIL,Y EASTERN. NEWI
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11 •mmer. Oii
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19.
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......,.
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Carol Coley
Adlng Dlredar

CONl1ITUTION
IX.-.A110N

awmllll 1112
Th• Conetltutlon EHllll
CO.INCIMINT
. nalan . . be.,_. Cl'l 1 - i
Summer
1H2
Com· June 30. Aegllter In perlCll
m9ncement will be held In tan 10 a.in. IO 1 p.m. Mondi
Lll'ltz~ •2 p.m. on
lwolJF Tlutay at 1'9·bool
Sunday, AUi'* 9. Aehe...i In "9 Urian lookllare LCUlf
Will be at 2 p.m. on Friday, brlngapholOID(drlvs'elcenl
Augult 7, In Lantz Fitldhou•.
preferred) and 12 tar l'9 tel
An Informational •com· · TM reg!Salon period lor Ii
menoement Oulde" lllonf wl" ....,. le.k.1'9 15 • .U. 23.
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You m.ay retake Ihle •••
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tlmee • nec1111iyl
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mall order of cape and g0wn1 Da\'kl Dodd
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FINAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE
1992 EIGHT-WEEK
SUMMEATEAM

mar

Sii

Aug.I

Aug.10

1Ue
Aug.11

080().1 QOO,

M-1030

M-1200

M-1330

1030-1230

M-0730

M-0800

1300-1500

Makeup or
Arranged

T-1~30

Makeup or
Arranged

M-1900

T-1900

Mon

SUMlllR 1lm TUT ICHIDULI
Wiling Competlncr .............................. .JULY 7
(fee-110)

1:30 p.m.......•.................•..••Beglne .AJne 15·

CONSTITUTION ...................................JUNE 30
(FEE· 12)
JULY23

2:00 P.M.•••...•..•.•••.•.••••..JUNE 15 • J,UNE 23

HEALTH STUDIES COMPETENCY •.•...JULY 21
(FEE-12)

2:00 P.M........................ .JUNE 15 ·JULY 21

11

2:00 P.M........................JUNE 24 ·JULY 18

A pkUe ID (clrMr'e loenee pr...,.) Slcl 1'9 mt ... • • required tor regl•allan.

"WRmNG COMPETENCY: SEATING IS LIMITED.
REGISTER AS EARLY AS P08811LE TO ASSURE A SEAT.
MGISTRA'llON INPOMIA'llON
WHEU?

UNION TEST REGISTRATION BOOTH
EAST WING· FIRST FLOOR (BOOkSTOAE LOUNGE)

WHIM?

MONDAY lvauF THURSD\Y

HOUM't

10: A.M. haugh 1:00 P.M.

Tan

WAmNG COMPETENCY
CONSTITUTION
HEALTH STUDES COMPETENCY

1trm.
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Sandi Aamuy, Payroll Supan.;9«
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1900-2100

Hallet•
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andberg homers, triples in 2-1 win over Cardinals
CHICAGO (AP) - Ryne Sandberg said the Chicago
have been waiting for a winning streak and now that
have one in the works, the second baseman is doing
best to keep it rolling.
·
dberg, who tripled and scored the tying run in the
inning, homered in the sixth inning Tuesday, giving
Cubs their sixth straight victory, a 2-1 decision over the
Louis Cardinals.
·
It was the eighth win in the last nine games for the Cubs
put them into a second place tie with the Cardinals in
National League East behind Pittsburgh. Both teams

31-32.
:t was a big game for us, kept our momentum going,"
Sandberg. "We 're playing good as a team and the
:hers are doing a good job. We're getting timely hits
getting the job done right now. All the guys are doing
job."

None more than Sandberg. While the Cubs have won
nine of their last 11 games, Sandberg has had 20 hits in 48
at bats for a .417 average with 13 runs scored. And he has
hit safely in 20 of the last 23 games at a .385 clip (35-9 l ).
"I'm trying to be aware of strikes and lay off bad balls,"
said Sandberg. "Sometimes the pitchers are not going after
me and I can help by getting on base for Andre (Dawson)
and Mark (Grace)."
·
Shawn Boskie started for the Cubs but left in the first
inning because of tightness in a shoulder muscle after he
retired the first two batters. Jeff Robinson relieved and
gave up a leadoff home run in the fourth to Ray Lankford.
Sandberg tripled with one out in the bottom of the fourth
and scored on a sacrifice fly by Dawson.
Then Sandberg hit loser Mark Clark's first pitch in the
sixth inning into the left center field bleachers for his ninth
homer.

Clark (0-2) gave up six hits in seven innings.
"He hits me like he owns me," said Clark of Sandberg.
"I can't get him out.. I had good control of !JlY pitches. I
felt good except for Sandberg."
Sandberg's homer made a winner of Bob Scanlan (2-3),
who took over for Robinson in the top of the sixth. Scanlan
walked pinch hitter Milt Thompson in the eighth and had a
2-0 count on Geronimo Pena before Paul Assenmacher
came on to strike out Pena and finish the inning.
Jim Bullinger pitched the ninth for his fifth save.
"They all deserved a save," said manager Jim Lefebvre
of the four relievers who followed Boskie. "Our bullpen is
shaping up. I could feel comfortable with any one of them
pitching the ninth." Shortstop Ozzie Smith was not in the
Cardinals lineup. Smith came down with the chicken pox
and was sent back to St. Louis. He will be out for at least
week.

.

aseball
•From page 12
:h have to get who we can get after the majors and
other major college program have finished recruits far as recruiting, Callahan spent last week at the
:s A and AA state baseball tournaments in Springfield.
·e been able to sign five or six guys so far with a few
offers still on the table," Callahan said. 'Tm looking
pitching, a strong middle infielder and a third or first
1t isn't all Callahan will need to

repl~ce,

however.

"It's going to be hard to replace Todd Davis, Matt Legaspi,
and Brent Howard," Callahan said. Davis, a right-fielder,
hit .359, Legaspi in center hit .339, and the shortshop
Howard hit .276 with a .933 fielding percentage.
On the mound, Callahan was convinced Steve Lemke
was his No.I hurler. Lemke carried a 7-7 record, but more
importantly, a respectable 3.82 ERA. Callahan's most
pleasant surprise was Craig Jones, who had a 2.88 ERA.
"Craig really came -a long way from the start of the season to blossom into our No.2 pitcher," Callahan said. Phil ·
Huchel, a lefty, drew praise from Callahan as a middleinning reliever and turned in a 3.30 ERA. Mike Fahey

1ELL'S FLOWER CORNER
DOZEN RED ROSES

$ 16.95 WRAPPED
$19.95 VASED
cash-n-carry

"

rounded out the group with a 2.84 ERA.
Jason Jetel lead the team in hitting with a .390 average.
He also had nine homeruns and 40 RBI, second only to
Todd Davis in those categories.
With the other two sluggers, Davis and Legaspi gone to
graduation, people like Rick Royer, Jetel and most all the
other returnees are in some summer league working on
their skills. Royer is with the CICL league in Champaign
as is Jetel, only he plays for Bloomington. Several other
players had decent seasons and will be returning next year.
As for the conference, Akron has left and WisconsinMilwaukee will be added in 1994.
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EC SPORTS SHORTS

: Student Recreation Center Lobby

Telephone: 581-2821 or 581-2820

ENTRY DEADLINES
:etball (M) ................................................................................................. Thursday, June 25
.II (M, W, CR) .........................................................................................Thursday, June 25
.II (CR) ................................................................................................Thursday, June 25
team sports competition consists of round robin leagues followed by a single elimination
ment.

*SINGLES TOURNAMENTS
lminton (M, W) ............................................................................................Tuesday, June 23
1etball (M, W) ..............................................................................................Tuesday, July 7
1nis (M, W) ............................................................................................ :.... :·...Tuesday, July 21
tourneys are enter "on the spot", begin at 6 p.m., and are single elimination tournament.

TEAM ENTRY PROCEDURE
Team managers may obtain team entry forms and entry-instructions at the Rec Sports
in the SRC Lobby. All entry forms should be turned in by the entry deadline with the
, signatures, social security numbers, and phone numbers on the roster.

STUDENT RECREATION CENTER SUMMER FEES

OFFICIALS NEEDED!!
The Intramural Department needs student/officials for summer softball, basketball, and volleyball leagues. These are paid positions! Experience preferred, but not required! Training provided! Summer intramurals are scheduled to begin June 29, 1992. For more info contact the
Intramural Director at 581-2821.

INFORMAL RECREATION SCHEDULE SUMMER 1992
FACILITY RECREATION HOURS
FACILITY
SRC
Lantz Bldg. (1)
Lantz FH (1)
Lantz Pool
Lantz Racq. Crts (2)
McAfee Gym
Buzzard Pool (3)

MON.-FRI.
8 am-8pm
2pm-8pm
2pm-8pm
5pm-7pm
8am-8pm
Closed
Closed

SAL

12pm-6pm
12pm-6pm
12pm-6pm
3-5pm .
12pm-6pm
Closed
Closed

.s.u..ti.

...

12pm-6pm
12pm-6pm
12pm-6pm
3-5pm
12pm-6pm
Closed
Closed

(1) Camps and special events will take priority.
(2) Except when classes are in session Monday-Thursday.
(3) Buzzard pool will be closed for the summer except for camps and conference swimming.

Students who are not attending summer school but who wish to use the SRC and Lantz '
lities during the 92 summer session may do so by purchasing a Summer Recreation pass.
RESERVATIONS
cost of the summer recreation card is $33.00. Summer passes will only be given to stuRacquetball/wallyball and indoor tennis courts in LTZ and the FH will be on a first come, first
who have a spring semester ID and can show proof of being pre-registered for the Fall
served basis (Summer only)!
. Part-time summer students desiring the use of the Student Recreation Center will be
ired to pay $4. 15 for each credit hour less than 8 for which they are registered. Students
GENERAL INFORMATION
11d bring their fee receipt, class schedule and Student ID to the SRC office to pay the fee
obtain a summer recreation membership card.
The Informational Recreation schedule is effective May 18 through August 11, 1992 and is
subject to change.
,,. student registered for 1 hour pays $28.90
Facilities will be closed July 3-5 and August 12-23, 1992.
Astudent registered for 2 hours pays $24. 75
· Check for updated schedule information by calling 581 -2821.
A student registered for 3 hours pays $20.65
Sports equipment available for daily check-out at the Lantz Equipment room.
~A student registered for 4 hours pays $16.50
iA student registered for 5 hours pays $12.40
POLICIES AND PROCEDURES:
A student registered for 6 hours pays $8.25
1.
All participants must possess a currently validated EIU student ID card, Rec Sports
A student registered for 7 hours pays $4.15
membership card or a guest pass.
2.
Informal Recreation facilities are available on first-come first served basis with challenge
and shared-usage rules applying when necessary.
AEROBICS
3.
Secure all personal belonging. The Division of Recreational Sports is not responsible for
Aerobics classes will consist of low impact and all classes will be held in the enclosed gym
lost or stolen property.
otherwise indicated.
4.
Proper athletic attire is required in all activity areas.
5.
Food or drink is not allowed in activity areas.
1y-Thursday ..............................................................................................4:00 & 5:00 p.m.
6.
Dependents are allowed use of the facilities at any time during the summer session.
7.
EIU spring semester students not enrolled in summer school, but pre-registered for fall
1y ............................................................................................................................4:00 p.m.
semester, may purchase a summer recreation pass.
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Lemke top
conference
selections

Panthers finish third
in Mid-Con tourney
By MATT MAHARG
Staff writer

In a season that record-wise
mirrored the previous one a slow
start against some tough competition followed by a strong conference showing still couldn't push
Eastern 's baseball Panthers over
the .500 mark.
The Panthers finished their
1992 campaign with a 24-30
overall mark and placed third at
the Mid-Continent Conference
tournament in Chicago.
"We were unsure of how our
season would evolve because we
had such a tough non-conference
schedule." said Eastern head
coach Dan Callahan referring to
early season opponents Oklahoma, New Orleans, Tulane and
Southern Mississippi.
"I'm not sure what good it does
our program to go up against top
25 or 30 teams if we end up losing most of the time," Callahan
said. "It does make losing easier
to take when you've played one
of the strongest programs in the
country... but then again, losing is
never fun."
Easterti has also gone up
against the likes of perennial
College World Series participants
Miami and Wichita State in
recent seasons, but has come up
short almost every time out. "I
think we need to reach a happy
medium in terms of strength of
schedule in the future," Callahan
said. "Next year we've got another tough schedule ahead of us,
but it won't be as tough as this
year's was."
Callahan seemed to think the
players thought they could come
up with a 35-win season going in,
but the tough non-conference
games combined with 21 straight
on the road saw the panthers get
off to a 6-15 start. "It's always a
disadvantage in playing on the
road," Callahan said. There's not
much a team like Eastern can do
about that, though. Eastern is in a
geographical area that just isn't

conducive to baseball in
February, March, and sometimes
even April.
The thing that Callahan was
most happy about was the fact
the team finished first in their
division with a 13-7 conference
mark. The highlight of the regular conference season probably
came with a home doubleheader
sweep ~ver Youngstown State,
12-6 and 23-6.
Eastern started strong in the
conference tournament notching
victories over Youngstown State
(4-3) and a 2-1 win over Akron.
The Panthers fell victim in the
next round to eventual champ
Wright State 6-4 and were
bounced from the tournament by
Akron 9-5.
"I thought the tournament went
just as we expected it to,"
Callahan said. "I figured Wright
State would beat Akron in the
championship and we'd finish
third and that's exactly what happened."
Wright State outslugged Akron
in the championship game 12-10
to take the conference crown.
Despite a 41-16 record the
Raiders didn't receive an invitation to be part of the College
World Series field. Unlike the
Mid-Con basketball tournament
champions, the baseball champs
do not receive an automatic bid
to the NCAA tournament.
"It's just a shame," Callahan
said of Wright State's fortune.
"We've played a lot of good
teams in the country that have
been in the college baseball tournament and I can tell you Wright
State should 've been one of those
top 48 who gerinvited.
"I've been battling to get the
conference an automatic bid, but
it won't happen next year,"
Callahan said. "I would like to
see the field expanded to 64
teams so more people would
have a chance at getting in even
if they weren't granted the automatic bid."
Callahan said his Panthers

By MATT MAHARG
Staff writer

File photo

Panther righthander Steve Lemke warms up during a practice at
Monier Field earlier this spring. Lemke led the Panthers with a 7-7
record, which placed him on the all-conference team.
failed to execute defensively at
times during the season, but really had no excuses. "You either
make the plays or you don't," he
said. "We could blame some of
our defensive problems on the
early part of the year, but other
than that, we have none."
It's not just the defense that did
in the Panthers this year. Eastern
is a school which is at the mercy
of outside f9rces as to what kind
of players it can pick up, especially on the pitching mound.

"Right now we are not only
competing with major baseball
programs around the country for
pitching, but more importantly,
the major leagues," Callahan
said. "The pitching at the major
league level isn't what it used to
be 8-10 years ago. Anymore,
teams are looking to sign a kid
right out of high school if he's
good enough and that detracts
from our program. We pretty

• Continued on page 11

Despite 18-21 finish, Lady Panthers see
By MATT MAHARG
Staff writer

A lack of clutch hitting hurt the women's
softball team this year, but it didn't spoil a
chance to play in the National Invitation
Championship tournament.
The regular season ended for the Lady
Panthers with a 18-21 mark, but they got to
play in the 12-team tournament which featured teams like Northeast Louisiana,
/
Princeton, Notre Dame and Purdue.
Eastern had to play four games in pool
play just to get to the final eight singleelimination round. The Lady Panthers started off with a marathon victory over
Gateway rival Indiana State in 16 innings,
3-2.
Over the next two games Eastern could
only manage one run in losses to Princeton,
3-0, and Northern Illinois, 10-1.
Eastern was able to rebound, however,
with a 2-0 victory over Akron. The victory

propelled the Lady Panthers into the final
eight single-elimination round where they
promptly lost to eventual champ Northeast
Louisiana, 2-0. This loss was tough with
Northeast scoring both runs in the first
inning and Eastern never could get any
offense going despite having the game to do
it.
First-year Lady Panther head coach Beth
Perine seemed happy with the way the team
performed in the tournament, but said during the regular season her team lost a lot of
one-run games due to a lack of clutch hitting.
"I think some of that is due to the fact
that we were rained out of 20 games ,"
Perine said. "It's pretty hard to stay sharp
when you have to wait long periods
between games and practicing all the time
instead of playing games didn't do us any
good."
Had Eastern been able to play tho~ e
other 20 games, Perine was confident the

Three Eastern baseball P
ers have been named to the
Continent All-Conference t
and two others have been rew
ed for their academic achi
ment.
Outfielders Jason Jetel
Todd Davis along with pit
Steve Lemke have achieved
been selected All Mid-Con
result of their efforts on the
while pitcher Craig Jones
designated hitter/outfielder
Aten have been voted to
District V All-Academic te
As for Jetel and Davis pro
ed the Panthers' power str
while Lemke led the Panthe
the mound and has been
Panthers No. l starter for the
two seasons.
Lemke, a senior, finished
1992 season with a 7-7 ov
record with an a 3.82 earned
average. He pitched 99 inn·
striking out 66 while wal
only 17. Davis, a senior f
Bartonville, hit .359 and led
team with 11 homers and
RB I's.
Jetel, a junior leftfielder,
the team in batting with a .
mark which was good enoug
second in the Mid-Continent.
"I don't care where you
college ball at a .390 year is j
super year anywhere," Pan
head coach Dan Callahan
Jetel was right behind Dav·
the Panther power catego
with nine homers and 40 RB
In conference action, Le
posted a 5-1 mark with a
ERA. Davis batted .517
drove in 25 runs while Jete
.431 with 19 runs batted in.
Jones, a junior econo
major, carries a 3.44 GPA.
field, he had a 3.08 ERA i
innings for the Panthers this
Aten, a junior finance m
from Galesburg, carries a
GPA. He was Eastern 's reci
of the Mid-Con's True V
Student-Athlete Award.

posts~ason

Lady Panthers would have wound up over
the .500 mark for the season.
The Lady Panthers had a pair of pitchers
who split mound duties this season. Senior
Chris Koehl compjled a 14-13 record to go
along with a 1.83 ERA. Sophomore Coli
Turley recorded a 6- i 1 record and 1.33
ERA. Turley's record is deceiving in that
she lost several one-run games.
"Both (Koehl and Turley) did an outstanding job," Perine said. "Over the last
few years, women's fast-pitch softball has
really evolved into a pitcher's game and the
best teams are the ones who have the best
pitchers. We just didn't come through
enough for them when the opportunity was
there."
Perine thinks next year there will be a
few more runs scored on the average in collegiate softball.
"The NCAA has approved a new ball
which everyone will use. It's an optic yellow color' with red seams and is a little

pla

harder than the ball we are using now.,
said. "It should produce a few more ru
Perine credited shortstop Tammy
with having an outstanding year as sh
the team in almost every offensive cat
Senior outfielders Joy Parlier and S
Mainard also drew the coach's praise.
"I think Joy was the one whom the
looked up to most of the year. I think
got one of the greatest arms I've ever
in softball. Mainard did a great job on
ends offensively and defensively," P
said.
Eastern tied for sixth in its final se
the Gateway Conference. The
Panthers will make the switch to the
formed Mid-Continent women 's co
ence.
"I really have no idea of where we'l
ish in the conference," Perine said. "
be seeing a lot of teams we've never
before, but sometimes that can work
your advantage."

